
Book Circle “Nuggets”  
Nuggets are tips to support connecting, learning, 

sharing, evolving and strengthening. 
 

Our Book Circle met and had 100% attendance, 100% 
discussion, and we collectively 100% enjoyed the book.  
We found the author to be authentic, with a strong sense 
of right and wrong, and adept at handling adversity.   
She writes in a way that resonates with others through 
her stories while incorporating her philosophy of raising 
children as a single parent. Finally, the author’s value of 
education was a ‘master key’ leading to success as the 
children grew. 
 
We particularly noted the story of Nikki who wanted to 
live with her father but then wanted to come back home 
with Mom. As with all families, kids can play up parent 
dynamics. LESSONS FROM A LIONESS struck a chord 
with our group. Whether raising kids as a single parent 
or even volunteering for years, love values resonate! The 
book offered a surprise to some circle members who 
expected the book to be a “how to” manual of reading 
and teaching kids and grandkids. 
 
A silver lining in Joy Thomas Moore’s book is the value 
she places on education. She got her kids educated! 
While the author also had support from family and 
friends, we suspect she did not emphasize her trials and 
tribulations. Despite levels of poverty or different 
generations, single moms are still raising kids. Education, 
particularly reading, remains essential. 
 
Our sincere thank you to The Patterson Foundation for 
funding and supporting these Book Circles and their work 
in the Suncoast Campaign for Grade-Level Reading!  
 
Ruth Ann Szymanski                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Book Circle Leader  
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School support teams are 
connecting and engaging with 
The Power of Presence!  

Lisa Heathcote, assistant principal at Stewart 
Elementary and staff held a Book Circle in 
Manatee County.  

Nichole Craig's Book Circle met at McNeal 
Elementary in Manatee County.  



Mealtime together supports 
and strengthens families:  
Register to lead a Book Circle in 
May, June or July. 

 
Teresa Masterson, a school health 
specialist with the School District of 
Manatee County hosted a special event 
for families at Oneco Elementary in 
Bradenton and shared what inspired 
her.  
 
“I hosted a Family Supper Night at 
Oneco Elementary School because this 
school has limited parent involvement 
and parent-teacher relationships. 
 
1. In my doctorate program I took a 
course called "Family Relationships" 
and wanted to do a project to 
increase family engagement in 
schools. 
 
2. The meeting with The Patterson 
Foundation got my wheels turning 
about family involvement and ACE 
scores. 
 
3. The Power of Presence Book Circles 
reinforced ‘it takes lots of support 
(community and other)’ to raise kids 
in all kinds of family situations. 
 
4. As school nurse at Oneco, I witness 
the struggles of our students and 
their families. I decided I could start 
here!  
                                      

 
 
 
 
 

 
With full support of Principal 
Ronnie King, Oneco staff, and 
community resources, I 
was able to do this. I am Italian, 
so I thought that we connect 
with each other through food, so 
a family supper made sense!” 
 

 

In future editions of “The 
PULSE,” we want to highlight 
your Book Circle! 

 
Share with us how your Book 
Circle is connecting, learning, 
sharing, evolving and 
strengthening through the 
seven pillars Joy shares in her 
book! 

 

Connect@gradelevelreadi  
ngsuncoast.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Discussion Guide 
Question of the Week: 
Why do you think it is 
important to help children 
heal from childhood 
trauma?  
 
How does this help with 
them with Presence of 
Courage?  

 

Suncoast Campaign for Grade-
Level Reading has received 
numerous requests to bring Joy 
Thomas Moore back to the region 
and extend the support for THE 
POWER OF PRESENCE Book 
Circles through the summer 
months. Happily, Joy will be in 
Charlotte, DeSoto, Manatee, and 
Sarasota counties May 15–16. 
There are six opportunities to 
spend time with Joy. 
 
You can register to attend by clicking 
here. 

 

Pictures from Teresa’s Family 
Supper Night at Oneco 
Elementary in Manatee County.  
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